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Executive Summary 

This recort concerns USAID/Mali's current suppcrt for the col

lecticn and analysis of' quantitative data to I) meet p-c.gra., and pro

ject information needs and 2) to develop tie capacities of GRTO minis

tries to use cuantitative data for adminsitrative and planring pur

poses. Information for this report obtainecA inwas part from inter

views with sixteer, USAID/Mali ahd Sahel Develoomnt Project Team staff, 

three consultants and two CRM' ministry officials. This report is one 

in a series of' six which wil be used to develop a t,ypo]ogy cf USAIE 

mission capacity for in-house data use and for facilitating data use 

in host country ministries. The main fi ndings cf the report are: 

1) The Government of' Mali lacks the financial and human resources 

necessary to prpduce relatively reliable data about- key economic and 

social conditicns. The data it does collect is generally considered 

to be so unreliable that. it is unusable. Because of' the GRM's very 

limited resources,, efforts to improve datq. related activities must 

avoid creating additional recurrent costs for the government. 

2) USAID/IVali's project planning has been adversely affected by the 

lack of adecuate data  i.e., data which are sufficiently detailed, 

accurate or comprehensive. The most notable examples of this are 

OIV and OMVS/IDP. 

3) The mission is murrently re-designing OMVS'/IDP and andOHV has 

identified the types of data required to plan more effective inter

venticns for these projects. 



Llvestcck4) The _ali Sector. Prcject II has the pot:entic.l to ,renerate 

much 
u e Iul data Lout liveitcck prcduct*Ion ut.Itu rly th ...t_ 

Smallholde's Liveotoc Systems Research Cc:ri.ct-nt. Othr activities
 

funded by the prcject, such 
 as- on-farm feeding arnn- ite;,trated livestock 

crop production, could also provide important dst..
 

5) The mission has successfully Suppcrted data collection and analy

sis in the areas of liveftock production, rene:.able eer,y, reforesta

tiona ad popultion/demoapl-hj. 
 It has also contributed to establishing 

AGR-HYMET and developing a land u-se inventory for Mali. 

6) The report makes a number of recommendations for improving 

international donor support for data related activi1-_es;. Most important
 

are: better coordination of 
data related activi ies among donors; 

improved sh.aring of information; provision of' necessary funds arid/cr 

technical assistance to obtain reauested data from the GRM; and di

vision of responsibility among donors for, improving data bases in 

specific sectors and GRMassisting ministries according to the con

centroticn of their prorams. 

7) Each of the above points also applies to USAID/Mali. In addition, 

the mission should avoid when possible elaborate designs which will 

generate large amounts of' data. Limited, focusec, data collection
 

efforts will be easier tc 
managea better suited to GFY 
 capacities and
 

enerall more appropriate for the Valian context.
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Overview
 

This report is one in a series which examines the capacity cf
 

USAIE missions to use quantitative data for proprarm and project 
ir

formation needs surpCrtaid to the development of comparable capabiJ.

ities iin host country ministries. USAIDMali is one of six missions
 

selected to cover the range cf varying USAID mission capabilities
 

for such work. In terms of 
 the availability cf fairly reliable data; 

the use of pertinent data for project planning, monitoring and evalu

ation; and successful attempts at improving existing data bases and
 

the host country's capabi].ities for related
data activities, USAID/
 

Mali represents missions at the poorer 
end of the spectrum. The diffi

culties USAID/Mali confronts in area thethis reflect fact that the
 

economically pocrest ccuntries, and especially 
governments like Mali's
 

which have extremely 
 limited financial and human resources available to 

them, are also the most data Thepoor. purposetherefore, of selecting
 
an
USAID/Mali was to obtain/example of data related activities supported 

by 
a USAID mission working under such constraints.
 

In comparison to cther African missions, USAID/Mali is an inter

mediate sized mission with 
a U.S. 
direct hire staff of twenty-seven,
 

a limited number of professional level foreign naticnals and an annual 

budget of approximately $10 million. Though USAID/Mali's present funding 

level makes it one of the smaller donors in Mali, the mission's current 

funding is comparable to that of other Sahelian missions. But in terms 

of a budget to staff size ratio, USAID/Mali has a relatively
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large riurber 
of direct hire staff. This situaticn wi).l probatly soon
 

change; thE mission's funding and staffing have beern reduced and further
 

cutbacks are anticipated. The mission also plans 
--o reduce its staff
 

size by re-directing its prcgram 
 away from its 
previous multi-sectoral 

strategy to concentrate iis resources cn aricultural development. 

At present, however, the relatively large number of USPID/Mali 

staffers is offset by the extremely limited capability of the Malian 

governmen 
 tb design, implement, monitor and evaluate development pro

jects. By any socio-economic measure, Mali is 
among the pocrest coun

tries in the world. In recent years, Mali 
 economy 1has been adversely
 

affected by corditions -;verhihthe 
government has no control (e.g.,
 

drought, falling international 
commodity prices, high transportation
 

costs 
for export goods) . Exacerbating these factors have been a number
 

of wel]-intended but economically irljudicious policies followed by the 

GRM thou.ghcut the 19 6 0'- and 1970's. These policies have lead to ex

tending government control over major portions of the economy. Rather 

than facilitate development, this situation has slowec. or impeded 

economic growth. By 1980, 
the o.overnment -nd many of its parastatal 

agencies were effectin bankrupt. The extremely limited financial re

sources of GRM,the therefore, makes the issue of recurrent costs of 

paramount importance. The GRM's 
capacity to undertake developaent pro

jects is 
further restricted by insufficient numbers of adequatel
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trained staff. Like other very poor countries, the government of 

Mali cannct afford to attract and retain skilled personnel or provide 

staff training to meet current needs. 
It is in this context - an
 

extremely pocr, underdeveloped countesy with a government lacking ade

quate financial and human resource. to properly inar:7e donor-funded
 

projects - that USAID/Mali tries to support 
 data collection and analy

sis activities to meet information needs. 

In comparison to 
the other. five missions selected for this project,
 

worst inUSAID/Mali represents the case terms of' the availability of
 

reasonable 1.
accurate quantitative data for program and project needs. 

There is a veritaule dearth of rellable data (at an appropriate level 

of disaggre ation, with representative coverage, with adequate detail, 

etc.) about economic and social conditions essential for effective
 

planning of' development activities. Consequently, the mission and re

gional AID units (i.e., RED 
 and SDPT) must use whatever estimates
 

are 
at hand. Mission staff readily admit that inadequate information
 

has contributed to poor project design which in 
turn has led ,o serious
 

implementation problems. 

If an example were needed to justify the expense of data col

lection and analysis to assist project design, 
one would have to look
 

n.c further than USAID/Mali. The core 
of the mission's program is ag

ricultural development, yet majorone agricultural project (Cperation 

1. The other five missions are USPID/Nepal, USAID/Egypt, USAID/ Hon
duras, USAID/Panama and USAIE/Zimbabwe. 
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Mils Mopti) ias bee ter'11,inateu( an d twc ether active prcjects (OHV 

and OMVS) ale current .y beinrg re-designed after encountering serious 

problems. In each case, inadequate information about the very con

straints these projects 
were to address was an impor ant contributing 

factor. Assuminm' sinha h fh.-~I~e to vi _~tj cces
 

data were collected, the cost of this el-oit 
 wculd f-l \o Leen minimal
 

when compared to the millions of dollars spcrnt on these 
 projects
 

with the likelihood that only marginal 
 improvements will be cbtained 

at best.
 

The problems USPID/r"ali confronts concerning the availability 

of adequate information are certainly not unique 
to the mission.
 

Other Sahel and other African missions confront similar or identical
 

circumstances. It not
is that the problems of insufficient financial 

and human resources for data collection and analysis are unique to 

Mali. Rather, it is the degree or severity of these problems which 

distinquishes Mali other 
itand countries like/from those which can 

better afford to generate and maintain key information bases. In this 

regard, USAID/Mali should be commended for the progress, albeit 

limited, it has madc and will probably make in the next few years 

by supporting data collection and analysis in the 
areas of livestock 

production, renewab l energy, reforestation, and popul9tion/demography. 

The mission has also 
contributed to 
the dlevelopment of a climatological
 

and agronomic monitoring oystem (AGRHYMET) and a 
land use inventory,
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both of which have the potential for providing important data. Through 

the Demographic Data project, USAID/Mali has helped develop the analy

tic capacity of Sahelthe institute which will ultimately ablebe to
 

provide technical aIssistance to 
 government ministries of Sahelian
 

countries. Perhaps ipmortant
mcs-.t is the recof-iition by USAID/Mali
 

staff of the 
 importance of imo roving information ba. 2s needed by
 

the mission 
and the Malian 7overnment.
 

USAID/Mali might consider the 
 t'ollowing suggestJons to assist
 

it develop an information strategy 
 for the mission:
 

I) The mission should 
avoid data collection designs which will 

generate a great deal of raw data or which are inappropriate 

for Mali 
(e.g., complex longitudinal, multi-round surveys).when
 

simpler, more straightforward approaches would be 
sufficient for
 

project needs. In general, gioater emphasis should placedbe on 

data collection for project design 
and monitoring than 
for quan

titative evaluations. 

2) Given the and focusregional sectoral of the mission's program 

(primarily agrricultural development in Regions 1 and 2), USAID/
 

Mali. should consider establishing a regional information system 

which would monitor socio-economic conditions overtime and pro

vide a 
basis for evaluating program effectiveness. All future 

data collection and analysis funded by 
the mission should, if
 

possible, feed into the system. ThIsmight require a strategy of 
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using similar sampling designs and comparable units of analysis
 

for future survey work.
 

3) USAID/M\ali should be 
 prepared to and/orfund provide technical 

assistance to help obtain information from the GRM which the mission 

requests. Under no circumstances should !The mission contribute to 

the excessive demands placed on GRH ministries by various inter

national donors for data or special studies. Similar!/, the 
mission
 

should remain cognizant of recurrent costs for data collection and 

analysis USAID projects create and develop an appropriate funding 

mechanism to cover those costs for the GRM where necessary.
 

4) USAID/Mali should encourage better coordination of data related
 

activities among the 
various donors active in Mali. 
For example,
 

each donor might be willing to take primary responsibility for
 

developing in conjunction with the 
appropriate GRM ministries
 

data bases, for those sectors and geographic areas where their pro

grams are 
most heavily concentrated. These data should be made
 

readily available (via computerization) to 
the GRM and the inter

national donor community. Better access to studies completed by
 

donor agencies 
 sh-ould also be improved. 

5) USAID/Mali should consider assisting the ORM with developing a
 

plan for an information system which will meet existing and
 

future needs. This would include the provision and maintenance of 
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U.S. manufactured microcomputers to officesG1RM where the greatest 

need and potential for use exists. 

1. Agri cult ure 

USAID/ail's program places major importance on agricultural
 

development. As the FY85 CDSS states, the mission plans to: 

'I 
.. concentrate investments in 
the agricultural
 

sector (especially food crops), 
in specific agro

ecological zones, 
focus on a limited number of
 

fundamental problems reduceand its management 

support requirements." (1983:34)
 

The primary objective of the program is, 
of course, to increase rural
 

houseiold productivity and income. achieveTo these results, USAID/ 

Mail's 
current agricultural projects support the development of irri

gated and rainfed agriculture and increased livestock production. 

Of the two main components of the mission's agriculture program, 

livestock production (now funded t.lough Livestock Sector II) has 

apparently obtained greater success and encountered fewer lessor 

serious problems 
than have the integrated rural development/ food
 

crops projects (i.e., 
OMM, OHV and OMVS/IDP). Evaluations and audits
 

of the 
integrated rural development projects requested by 
the mission
 

identified the of financiallack adequate management and administra

tive capability on the part of the GRM as the principal underlying
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problem. The mission is c 	irrently deveiopinc plans for tighter 

financial controls 
(for Livestock I! as well) 
and better taretted 

interventions which are P'et cndto OkV OMVS back on track (OMM 

was terminated) . Of pr.mary concern here is 1) how inadequat infor
mation about the project areas - . - t Ilc l c :>.rmino ... , 	t e ':-l,, nn oy the
..... ... h 1 	 f.'.rm n 

practices of small holders, etc. - contribute(]o tUe urob lem: OHV
 

and OMVS encountered, and 2) what 
the 	current information nee,.. are 

as defined by the mission as necessary/ for re-desio"nin0 the pr,,Jects. 

This 	 section also briefly discusses / Land Use Inventory, a small 

agricultural production survey in the Dire Cercle and plans for a
 

farming systems research project.
 

1.1 	 Mali Livestock Sector Project II
 

$17.6 
million has been obligated for the Livestock Sector Pro

ject II. The mission views the project part of
as a twenty year
 

effort to 
 increase livestock oroduction in Mali. Sector II follows
 

a precedinr livestock project in 
 which USAID/Mali invested anproxi

mately $26 million. ,These project, accurately reflect the economic 

importance of livestock production in M4ali. Livestock production is 

central to both rural and urban Malians. It constitutes a vital
 

food 	 supply, generates c{ove rnment revenue and provides an important 
source of foreign echange. 

Under Sector II, funding will be used to support improvements 

in the following areas: 
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1) continued development of Centralthe Veterinary Laboratory's ca

pacity to diagnos,;is diseases, determine their andcauses develop
 

vaccines to comtLat their 
an read; 

2) expand and uporade veterinary extension services; 

3) support Co r re doti rn re aarch
 

4) promote on-farm cattle 
 feedinr systems appropriate for small 

farmers; and
 

5) expand and upgrade management capabilities of the Ministry of 

Livestock.
 

The GRM implementing acencies 
 include the National Livestock Office 

(DNA) , the Central Veterinary Laboratory (CVL) , the National In

stitute for Livestock, 
 Forest and Water Research (INRZFH) , the 

National Office for Livestock Credit and Marketing (ECIBEV) and the 

Malian Livestock and Board .Meat (OMBEVI) In short, a number of 

Malian departments involved with the manacgement and promotion of 

livestock nrodLuction 'ill particir[ate and receive assista.nce from 

Livestock Sector TI. in regard to the beneficiaries; of the project, 

the overa.ll :roal i,7 tr increase production and productivity thereby 

increasing the income andwell-beinLof some 275,000 livestock pro

ducers in Mali. 

The Smal~hclders Livestock Systems Research component of Sector 

will involve data collection and analysis on both cattle and small 

ruminants herds. An important research goal is to identify and develop 

II 

http:overa.ll
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cost effective forage production systems. Cop Itants cur rently 

working on the project are particularly interested in developing 

integrated livestock 
- cron prnduction systems 
for improved on-farm
 

feeding. More animals 
on the farm increases 
the available!uplies
 

of food, power 
 and fertilizer. Increased use of animal traction (e..., 

for plowinr and water liftinC) and manure will in turn lead to greater 

crop production. Part of this 
production 
can then be used 
for on-farm 

feeding which will 
allow maintaining even 
larger herds. Some work
 

has already been done in 
this area by one of the 
consultants. 
An
 

analysis was made of on-farm feeding results examining weight gain
 

per day by qeographic location, market value, economic 
viability of
 
increased production and the potential contribution of increased 

lives-acn production to farmers ' income. Project staff plan to con

tinue periodic monitoring of such variables during the 
course of
 

Sector !I.
 

USDA/DPMC will provide technical assistance for parts of the 

project 
and will work with the International Livestock 
Center for
 

Africa (ILCA), which has 
nrimary resorsibility for ,onductinr live

stock systems research. Accordinn to 
the projct paper, ILCA will
 

conduct demographic studies of herd composition. Variables such 
as
 

age, sex, species, reproduction rates, death rates and offtake age 
by sex of animal This data will be used to monitor changes in herd 

composition and condition. It is 
anticipated that 
some of the data
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might be obtained from reconnaissance surveys using aerial photo

graphy. However, one consultant on the uroject stated that though
 

it might be useful to track mi ration patterns of transhumant herds, 

at this stage and given the extremely limited capacity of GRM offices, 
pri nari lydata collection and research in gener-'al will focus/on sedentary
 

nerders. -'- addition to conducting these studies, the project will
 

also try to upgrade the capacity of INRZFH for farming systems research
 

pertaining to livestock production.
 

Project management of Livestock 
Sector IT vill benefit from the
 

experience gained from the preceding livestock project. This experi

ence also includes data related activities. In the preceding live

stock project, a small ruminants survey was attempted. Apparently, 

adequate technical assistance was not obtained for all stages of the 

survey. Assistance was provided for the initial planning and design 

stage, but thereafter, GRM staff proceded unassisted. Extension agents 
received some training on administering the questionaire formulated 

for the survey. However, it was later discovered that all agents were 

not interpreting each question identically. In effect this meant that
 

different versions of the questionaire were being administered with 

the result that those *nterviewed were responding to different sets 

of questions. In other words, it was impossible to determine precisely 

what the data actually represented. Tufts University will now pro

vide technical assistance for the survey. A study 
of small ruminants
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production and the role they play in herder operations is planned.
 

The results could be used for 
designing a pilot project on improving 

the management and feeding of small ruminants.
 

According to 
 the project manager, a very important improvement
 

in Livestock Sector Ii is the 
 appointment of an expatriate as a ]..'aison 

officer. This person's primary responsibility is upervising the fi

nancial management of project funds. strict
Very monitoring of finan

cial activities is anticipated largely to compensate for the limited
 

administrative capacity of GRM.
the For example, bo improve control
 

over expenditures, 
 the liaison officer will have to sign off on all
 

disbursements before they be
can made. The consultant hired for this
 

position is developing a microcomputer based 
management information
 

c-ystem to track expenditures 
 and project outputs. If successful, this 

individual believes 
that the system could serve 
as a model for other 

project monitoring systems. In aany case, major objective for pro

viding the 
GRM with this assistance is 
tc help build their adminis

trative and financial management capabilities for future development 

proje rts. 

The project officer and the two consultants currently working 

on the project were optimistic about the future course of Livestock 

Sector II. It was apparent from interviews with them theythat recog

nize the necessity of improved information systems for project moni

toring and the utility of data collection for research and other 
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focused studies. For example, project staff noted that herders' asso

cisaticns cou'd be instrumental in reducing governmert involvement
 

and incieasing production. It is possible 
 that the associations
 

could also be a useful source of data. At some future 
 time, the asso

ciations might ablebe to provide estimates of membership, herd sizes, 

vaccine demand and use, and perhaps even livestock management practices. 

Such information could help monitor herd conditions or indicate how
 

extension services could be improved. 
 One of the contractors noted
 

that the increasing number cattle
of dealers reflected the shift from a 

traditional to a more market-oriented system. This person thought 

it would be useful to determine how further commercialization and 

market expansion could be promoted under the objectives 
of the cur

rent 	project. This is 
another area which could possibly benefit from
 

a limited but systematic data collection effort. In short, Livestock 

Sector II has the potential for generating much useful data about 

a key component of Mali's economy. Such data could lay the ground

work for developing an information system on livestock production in 

Mali. 

1.2 	 OMS/IDP
 

OMVS/IDP is 
a large complex integrated rural development project
 

which was developed at least in part to respond to the needs of those 

who will be affected by the construction of Manantalithe Dam in Mali. 

The project combines a regional focus - i.e., development throughout 
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the Upper Valley of the Senegal River Basin with- national components 

designed specifically for Senegal, Mauritania and Mali. The goal of 

the project is to increase agricultural prcduction 3nd promote policy 

reforms by each of the three particlpating -overnments to remove 

constraints to increased production. .,62 million obligated for the 

projectwer.e distributed as follows: $21.7 million for Mauritania, 

$21 million for Senegal, $11 millic,n for Mali, and $9.3 million 

for financial support and institutional development of OMVS. Funds 

will provide technical assistance, training, commodities and credit 

during the course of the project. Project management by USAID involves 

the missions located in each of the participating countries and the
 

River Basin Development Office (RBDO). 

The project is to upgrade existing irrigated perimeters and ex

pand irrigation to thousands of hectares of suitable farmland. Agri

cultural extension services will be impioved and rural credit systems 

developed. More effective systems of delivering agricultural inputs 

are planned and where necessary, feeder roads to increase access to 

markets will be built. In anticipation of adverse health effects 

due to expanded irrigation, the project had planned to assist the 

national health services of each country develop their capacities 

to monitor health conditions in the project 
areas.
 

The information requirements for the project would have been 

substantial. Numerous specialized studies on the following topics
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were planned: agricultural production; the feasibility of expanding 

irrigation systems; pricingcurrent and marketing systems; export
 

trade; land tenure 
 and fishing and grazing ri.Lhts; economic, social 

and climatological factors affecting aricultural production; project 

impact on vegetation and wildlife; project effects 
on fishermen,
 

pastoralis-ts and women; and the 
need for improved transportation and 

telecommunications. Baseline and follow-up surveys and farm house

hold surveys to data for
obtain farming systems research were planned. 

The project was even supposed to include analyses recionalof output 

data to measure progress and the impact of policy chan-ges made by
 

the three participating- governments.
 

According to the project paper, "...a model project management
 

information system that provides 
reliable data to monitor project
 

impact and evaluate results..."(p.4) would be established in OMVS'
 

Unit of Permanent Evaluation and PlanninF-. The system would monitor
 

the time of completion aind costs 
of project inputs, outputs and pro

ject impact on agricultural production 
as well as general social,
 

economic and health 
changes occurin- in the oroJect 
area. Much of
 

the 
data needed for these activities would be obtained from rural
 

development field agents who would complete 
a set of standardized
 

forms developed by OMVS. The above cited studies would augment this 

reporting system ort,.. 
 rather elaborate detailedand plans 

existed for creating this model project management information system. 



Unfortunately for USAID/Mali, the Maliai component of OMVS/IDP 

has encountered such serious problems that the mission is currently 

considering how the project can be re-designed. According to mission 

staff, plans to expand! irrl .ted perimeters in the Kayes Sector (the 

project area in app ear.ali) i ues tionaLle in 1i:ht. of the following: 

1) the low oercentaoje of existintT perimeters now farmed suggests 

such farms are only marqinally profitable at best; 

2) the small size of existing farms suggests a critical labor short

age; 

3) the high costs of irrigation projects in the Sahel relative to
 

rainfed agriculture needs further 
consideration;
 

4) the 
 project area residents are a mobile population many of whom 

workengage in long distance trade, others are seasonal migrants who/ in 

neighboring countries and some travel to France for extended periods 

of work. 

Plans for resettlement of farmers who will be displaced by the flood

waters created by the Manantali Dam further indicate the types of 

problems the project has encountered in Mall. According to one staffer 

assigned to Saheltne Development Project Tea~n(SDPT), farmers in the 

project area have actually increased their production recently in 

response to greater market demand created by the influx of laborers 

and engineering staff working on the dam. Consequently, they are not 

interested in relocating at this time. The project appears to have 
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jumped the run in this regarn; it will not be until the dam is near 

completion be fore farmers in the area will vive serious thought to
 

relocating. Moreover, 
 only fifteen perimeters with approximately twenty 

farmers per perimeter are involved. According to an SDPT economist,
 

this wo.ld.h.v- i r7t 
 $10:,9n ;-r *' nmer r reloc'tion. 

Inadequate and inappropriate info>rmation has been a contributing 

factor to the difficulties the mission has had with OMVS/IDP. The
 

current project manager very accurately pointed out that given the
 

relatively small number of farmers involved, 
 the numerous surveys 

and studies planned in the original project paper would have been 

massive overkill. In fact the Keyes Sector has been the location for 

repeated (and in some cases repetitious) studies funded by the World 

Bank, UNDP and the development agencies of the French and German 

governments. more costInstead of high USAID funded surveys, the pro

ject officer thought that a few, highly focused studies to identify 

suitable project interventions conducted PVO assistedby staff by 

a professional researcher would be all that is necessary at this time. 

Present thinking among mission staff involved with the project tends 

to favor a phased approach where the first staje would generate in

formation necessary for planning subsequent action. In any case, a 

re t review of OMVS/IDP indicates the mission needs better informa

tion on the following topics: 
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1) the economic viability of alternative crops given market demand 

and production and transportation cost.,,; 

2) farm manacement pertaininp' to the division of capital and labor 

among irri,-ated :mil,_ rai fed a-riculture, livestock production and 

off-farm employment; 

3) how to reduce capital costs and labor requirements of production 

through better agronomic practices which also increase yields; 

4) the provision of agricultural inputs throudh private sector sup

pliers; and 

5) organizing farming communities for their own mutual benefit give 

social, cultural and political factors. 

1.3 OHV 

OHV is another integrated rural development project which is
 

currently underuoinF' mid-course re-design. An 
 evaluation of the pro

ject was made in September, 1981; an audit followed one year later. 

The mission anticipates completin- re-lesi.,n activities in 1983. 

The major objective of the project i to incrse food crops produc

tion thoukrh it was clearly recooized that cash crops of cotton and 

tobacco are integral bo the welfare of the farmers in the project 

area. The project was therefore desig ned to support improved exten

sion services, rural credit, increased agricultural input. arid the 

introduction of animal traction. The primary GRTI implementing agency 

was O1V, a semi-autonomous body linked to the Ministry of Agriculture 
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OHV's source of revenue came from the marketing of cotton and tobacco 

and sales of agricultural supplies and equipment. Credit was extended 

to farmers and repayment was to be made at ho-rvest time. Under this
 

systern, corruption at the expense of the small holder was rife. This
 
onl y

situation / worsened tie el'f e et: of financial mismanagement which 

led to the re-desi ninp: of the project.
 

In a cable reporting; on the nresent status of 
the project (#241120, 

1/24/8 3 ), the mission stated that: 

"(W)hat resulted duringr the project implementation 

is a litany of problems common to complex inte

grated rural development projects built on incom

plete and faulty information." 

The cable continues on to list fifteen points which contributed to 

the project's difficulties. A major study was completed which included 

key variables such as level of Corm technology, agricultural activi

ties, sources of income, househlid expenditures, family size and struc

ture, animal use, mechanization and fertilizer use. However, the mis

sion concluded in the cable that:
 

"(T)he paucity of baseline information on farmers 

of the region did not provide a data base for 

planning or benchmarks for measuring progress. 

In addition, the baseline study produced was of such 

poor quality that it could not used."be 
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The current project manager reported that the project has been designed 

without adequately detailed information on s3uch essential factors
 

as farm amnagement practices, 
land tenure, soil 
types and junlit ,
 

level of mechanization, sources of cropcredit, patterns and rotation, 

and fertilizer use. Though the GR nlaces considerable emphasis on
 

cash crop production for export, 
 it was unclear whether Parmers in 

the project area shared this 
view in light of the fact that 
cotton
 

and tobacco production is labor intensive and gives only a marginal 

return under current prices. The inadequate information base and the
 

flawed baseline data collection effort that is
followed consistent 

with several other key factors 
cited in the cable:
 

Cf1) OHV was essertally i.capable / meeting the administrative and 

financial management demands placed upon it by 
the project;
 

2) the mission lacked experienced staff 
 to manage the project and
 

relied on 
interns with limited experience who provided little guid

ance 
for project monitoring anG implementation;
 

3) GRM staff were equally inexperienced and 
did not make adequate
 

use 
of technical assistance; and
 

4) host country contracting was used despite 
the fact that GRM 

agencies lacked the administrative experience to utilize such an
 

arrangement. This 
led to poor choices of consultants and a high turn

over rate of contract staff. 
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USA!D/Mali h as of course taken actlon to rectify OHV's problems. 
The mission suspended fundingy until ade<iiin e financial controls were 

establismied. A more experienced project ofri cer :,.'a. si!ned to the 

project. Certification was made a Trereuisi0for disb ursements.
 

Some compoents of the project 
were eliminated and others suspended
 

until improvements are made. Technical 
 assi:tance to the project
 

has been improved; 
 a new rural credit system for farmers has been
 

developed and re-design
more changes are anticipated soon.
 

As for the GRM agencies involved 
with OHV, remaining problems must
 

be resolved 
if funuing is to continue. In the cables status report 

the mission cited "f..gathering the baseline data needed for planning, 

monitoring and evaluation of operations" as an important indicator
 

of GEM resolve 
 to improve its project management. At present, however, 

USAID/Mali still needs basic agricultural and socio-economic data
 

about the project area to 
 design effective interventions which will 

benefit small farmers. 

1.4 Other Aricultural Data Collection Activities 

In addition to the mission's three major agriculture projects, 

USAID/Mali has also supported data collection activities pertinent 

to agricultural development. Three theseof - the Land Use Inventory, 

a small agricultural survey conducted thein Dire Cercle and a forth

coming farming systems research project - will be briefly discussed 

in this section.
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1. 4.1 Land Use Inventor,,
 

USA!D/Mali ppovided 
 approximately $5 million for the development 

of a natural resource i.nventor,. The inventory will serve as an agri

cultural :innin tool fop various GRM ministries and international 
donors. The invent ,r,: ,onoisto of arornoi lc 'nd land use potential
 

data including range Productivity estimates, 
 .oil type and potential 

productivityT, current land use, present ye.Ctation nd water re
sources. 
 The inventory cove s te western, southern and south-cen

tral (approximately 
 from Tombouctou and south) portions or the country. 

The contractor, TAMS, was to have produced a series of maps displaying 

basic data as well as estimates of agr-icultural potential as determined 

by the availability of water. 

As of May, 1953,data collection had been completed and final
 
their 

reports and/presentation to GRM ministries are expectly from TMS
 

shortly. The current project manager points out, however, that at 

this time, it remains to be seen how much 
use will actually be made
 

of the inventory. For example, it is extremely doubtful that the
 

Malians are capable at this point of maintaining and effectively 

using the data contained in Whe invntory. In fact, TAMS has suggested 

a follow-on project to institutionalize the Malian's capacity for 

resource planning using the inventory. TAMS has indicated that the 

Malians need further assistance in this area and that a natural re

source planning institute be created. The institute would develop 

a pilot plan for natural resource utilization in a selected area.
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nistitute staff would work with other ,RM ministries, international 

donors and the rivate sector in developinr-: s:uch plans and thereoy 
they 

gain the experience which curivently lack. 

Unoues tionably tLe inventory iha-, co-siderable potential utility
 

i it is proerl, mansiael, maintaine 
 and used. Less clenr is how 

the GRM is to bear the recurr'ent costs of this I nvent-)ry let alone 
a national resource planninc nstitute. Such exenses robably would 

have to be met by USAID/Mali and other international donors. There

fore, it would be important before movingT ahead with any follow-on
 

action for the mission to consider 
what its long term commitment
 

to the inventory 
 will or can be for the next four or five years
 

based on protable funding levels and 
 on actual use made of the inven

tory in the short term. 

1.4.2 An Agricultural Survey in the Dire Cercle
 

USAID/Mali recently sponsored a very small scale 
 agricultural 

survey in the Dire Ce__cle to obtiin rough but timely estimates of
 

crop production 
 and use -F motor pumps to irrip-ate wheat and other 

crops. A local Mali.-n c,n.-ultlnr irm was used to conduct a survey 

of some seventy-five Farmers. Data on farm size, household composition, 

crop rotation, inputs for whieat cult:ivation Ie. , labor, animal 

traction, seed and fertilizer), credit, motor pump operation (repairs, 

fuel consumotion, spare parts supplies) and use, wheat crop yield 

and historical effects of introduction of motor pumps on crop mix, 



iabor use and ari euurli,-r inputs. wereBecause farmers beoinning
 

to harvest wheat, the mission 
 felt that the entire activity - collec

ticn, tabulation and finalthe report - had to be completed within 

a period of three weeks. 

(iven the contrasting views expressed by two mission staffers, 

it seems that the survey achieved mixed success. On the one hand,
 

one person involved with 
 the design of the activity thcuF'ht that the 

survey had been more or less successful in roug'hthat estimates were 

obtained quickly. The fact that a local consulting firm was used 

an]d as a result, obtained more experience at collecting agricultural 

data was also considered a positive factor. On the Cther hand, an

other staffer' who assisted with the field work expressed serious
 

reservations about the quality 
of the data particularly because of 

the lack of proper sampling procedures. 

i think that both views of the survey are instructive. The most 

sensible approach to take cn data quality is to view it as a matter 

of derree rather than absolutes. No data are error free no matter 

how pristine and textbook perfect the method used to collect it. 

The question is whether the accuracy of the data is sufficient for 

the purpose at hand or whether the data so as to beare poor unusable 

for that task. Admittedly, this is not a positin most statisticians 

would advocate. But it is probably one which is most realistic for 

most USAID missions, especially those confr-onting a near vacuum of 
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reasonably valid, rtliable data. 

Regarding this survey, the mission estimated that a total of 

some 250 farmers used motor pumps for irrication in the Dire Cercle 
Barring other problems (which might be ssumino too much) , if the 

contractor actually conducted seventy-five interviews, even though 

the sample was non-random, the data would constitute thirty percent 

of the population under study. If the non-randomness were the only 

major problem, the information obtained is probaly better than the
 

alternative - no information. But the mission would be well advised 

to remain cognizant of the the data's questionable accuracy (particu

larly non-representativeness) and use it and other data like it very 

conservatively. For example, the estimates of the survey should be 

viewed as indicative of' only farmers using motor pumps in the Dire 

Cercle and nothing more. At the same time, it is commendable that the 

mission is trying tc develop local expertise for data collection 

and analysis. in the future, the mission might give more lead time 

if possible to at least field test the questionaire before beginning 

the actual data collection. Knowing the weaknesses of the local con

sulting firm, the mission should also try to use available in-house 

expertise to give more assistance and avoid serious problems which 

affect data quality. 
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1.4.3 	 Farming Systems_Research
 

USAID/Niali is currently developing a farming: 
 systems research 

project. The mission has only recently reviewea the FID for the
 

project. Preliminary documentation indicates that studies be made
 

of existing systems of crop producticn to determine productivity, 

farmer incomes, level of technology arid ether related elements. 

This 	 might be followed by an examina.tion of the suitability of new 

technologies which will increase productivity in the context of 

existing farm management practices, use of anaimal traction, crop

ping 	patterns, etc. Technologies that appear promising and appropri

ate 	 for southern Malian farmers but need further refinement and 

adaptation before introduction might then be developed a localat 

research station. These are to be verysure tentative plans at this 

pcint.
 

A pilot study is currently being developed as a first stage 

of the project. The project officer was quite rightly concerned about 

the design and scope of this study. The M.iristry of Agriculture is 

proposing to purposively select two villages as study sites. After 

the survey, additional longitudinal data will be collected by exten

sion agents. Of concern is which two villages will be selected be

cause this will greatly affect the utility of the data and the study. 

For example, if it were thought that cultural systems strongly in

fluenced farming practices and productivity, it would be important
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to pick two villages which allowed making- comparisons between major 

cultural -Droups ip the area. Alternatively, family structure is often 

a determinant of farming manap:ement practices. Again one would want
 
to select 
 villaes which allowed makinr ccmuarisons between traditional 

extended family structures and households which have 	 only one Frenera

tion 	of adults, for example.
 

The project 
 officer also expressed concern about the amount of 

data 	to be collected. For 
a pilot survey, 
a small scale effort within
 

t'e current capabilities of the GRM would 
 seem most appropriate.
 

General patterns and easily measurable variables should be the 
 rule.
 

Detailed 
observations and elaborate questionaires should be avoided 

at least at this stage. Perhaps a useful guideline would be
 

to try to hold the survey to a time 
limit - e.g., no more than thirty 

minutes to complete the questionaire and only a couple of pages for 

other types dataof collection instruments if they are to be used.
 

The plan to coordinate the survey with forms extension agents 

will periodically complete is a very sound and cost effective route 

for monitoring farm conditions. If this can be cone, the survey will 

serve as a baseline and extension agents' records will track change 

over 
time. With such a system, the need for a follow-up survey 
could
 

be postponed or even eliminated. An important consideration will be 

designing the survey in such 	 a way .hat extension agents will be able 

to collect many of the same indicators used 	 in the survey on their 
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own. 	 This would lend further support to arguments for simplicity
 

in the pilot survey.
 

2. 	 General Development Office 

The General Development Office of USPID/Mali manages the mission's 

non-agricult ural projects.. Two oP these projects - Renewable Energy
 

and Village Reforestation - involve 
 data collection and analysis
 

for planning and evaluation purposes. 
 As a pair, these two projects
 

illustrate the importance of 
 avoiding excessive data collection and
 

the utility that focused small scale surveys have
can in Mali. 

2.1 	Renewable Energy
 

USAID/Mali obligated 
 $4. 1 million for the Renewable Energy pro

ject, the primary objective of which is 
 to identify thenand intro

duce mechanisms which 
 reduce household energy costs ard fossil fuel
 

consumption. 
 Such devices are expected to reduce the amount of laoor 

required to meet household energy needs. For example, the project 

is testing the feasibility of photovoltaiccells to provide power
 

for water 
pumps, lighting, refrigeration and food grinders. Other 

devices being tested by the project include improved wood burning 

stoves; solar cookers and sterilzers; solar dryers for meat, vegetables 

and fish; solar heaters; and biogas generators for cooking. The pro

ject will determine:
 

1) which technologies 
are best suited to local operation and main

tenence, and bow local control and use of these devices should be 
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organized; 

2) determine who in the community benefits most or least from the 

devices ; 

3) which devices are able to perform adequately and endure the con

ditions of a rural setting; 

4) estimate the cost per unit of operation for alternative devices 

and sources of energy; and 

5) determine which devices are 
socially and culturally acceptable.
 

Using meteorological and socio-economic data criteria,as twenty 

villages were selected for the project. The suitablity of the village 

for specific devices was determined and villagers were asked to which 

tasks they would prefer to have indevices applied. Ten households 

each of the twenty villages were selected fo±' a detailed study of 

energy consumption (in other words, a sample of two hundred households 

were selected). For approximately six hours per day, once a week an 

observer recorded all energy consumption that occurred during that 

period. The observation periods were 
rotated throughout the day to
 

obtain 
a complete record of daily energy consumption. A retrospective
 

survey on energy during theuse past three days was conducted once 

a week. Data were collected for one year in this fashion. The data 

will assist in determining which devices are most appropriate for 

village use 
and what social and economic effects introduction of the 

devices might have. 
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The Froject manager reported that to provide traininr for ORM 

staff, the data were to have been analyzed in Mali. Hwever, the
 

costs of processing the amount 
 of data collected for the project
 

had not ceen properly ectimatpd. The GEM of course 
 has extremely 

limited capacity for such work. Given insufficient project funds, the 

data are now being analyzed in the U.S. by the social anthro-pologist
 

who oversaw the data collection activity. It is hoped that 
 the analysis 

will focus precisely on the needs of the project. 

There are several points that should be 
made about the data
 

collection component of this project. First, the amount of data
 

collected is excessive. According 
 to the project manager's account,
 

four hundred schedules were completed each 
 week for one year. This
 

person was also candid enough to admit that he had not had 
 previous 

experience with the mechanics of data collection. Nonetheless, he 

shared the opinion that entirely too much data had been collected. 

The amount of data collected sounds more appropriate for a careful, 

academic research effort than for the more applied and limited needs 

of the project. Moreover, the amount of detail and frequency of 

observations suggests an unnecessary derree of precision for an AID 

project which typical]y does lead to collecting too much data. The 

source of the problem lies outside of the project. Neither the project 

manager nor others involved with the planning of the project apparently 

had the necessary experience to determine how much information was 



needed and estimate th costs of eollection) and processinC. Nor can 

the antilropologist be faulted when specific directLons about the
 

amount of data t, be 
 collected are not provided. Tihi.s situLation is
 

certainly not 
 unique to this project. The Arency, needs to recognize 

that AID staff need specialized assistance on dataplanning< collection 

components of arcjects just as they do fur other technical areas.
 

How 
 the Agency should try to address this need goes beyond the scope 

of this report, but it will be discussed later in a summary paper. 

For the time being, USAID/Mali mirilht use FEDSO or SDPT staff' who have 

such skills if they cannot be among staff.found mission 

2.2 Village Reforestation 

$495,000 was obligated for an experimental, small scale village
 

reforestation project. 
 The project has two principal objectives.
 

First, the project will promote villae 
 reforestation activities
 

by establishirg small nurseries
two tree to supply trees to the
 

villa ers. Demonstration 
 plots and communal woodlots will also be 

established in selectea villages. The second objective caf' the project 

is tc expand the capacity of the regional Water and Fco'estry Service 

to encourage rural forestry activities in the villagtes. A com

porent of this goal is to create a capacity in the Forestry Service 

to collect and -nalyze data tc evaluate this and future projects. 

The Vi llage Reforestation project is particularly interesting 

because it is a rare exampe of intelligent use of survey data to 

meet project information needs. Prior to the plantinng season, , small 
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survey is conducted in fifteen tc twenty villagres in the Mopti an& 

Dandi ara area. Basic data 7n social or,pnination (e.F., famrily 

structure, communal acti vities), land tenure, Voil .quality on (d 

labor avail1ab.i t'/ are co 1ie 5. TbeAn iot a rar uv.- to se le ct the 

most promisinc villaes from t00 "et s urveyed. The pro - t officer 

pointed out that from the a urvers, it was determined ihat two alter

native implementation strategies were needed. There are two principal 

cultural groups in the project area - the Cogon and the Fulani. The 

Dogon are a communally oriented group with a strong sense of social 

solidarity. Th . Fulani, in contrast, are highly individualistic. 

They also tend to be herder-farmers with a higher standard of living 

than the Dogon. In Dogon villages, communal woodlots have proven suc

cessful because it is a group activity. In Fulani villages, individual 

farmers must he found who are willing to undertake or manage reforesta

tion activitie.. As simple as this use of data seems, the rrission 

and particularly the project officer should take satisfaction in finding 

such a workable approach to meetin, project information needs. 

A key feature of the data collection done for this project is 

that the surveys are limited to a small number of villages each season 

and are focused exclusively on the specific needs of the project. 

think that when this approach is contrasted with the data collectiun 

component of the Renewable Energy project, for example, it is apparent 

that a limited, focused design is preferable. It is cheaper and 

I 
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lui cker; the data can be analyzed in-country (esp eci all- . t the1 

pro1 liferation of microcomputers) ; and the approaeh is more attuned 

to the human ind Cinanci al resources of Malian ,o ve rnment.the 


Granted 
 some no jec;s require an effort or a larger scale, but if 

anvythirL-, AID tends to err in the direction of too !arge rapiher
 

than too small.
 

3. Regional Projects 

In addition to 
the mission's projects, 
several Sahel regional
 

projects .h.LCh 
 include Mali are underway. Twc cf these projects 
-

the Sahel Demographic Data Collection and Analysis project and
 

AGR1HYPET 
- will improve existing data bases and develop the analytic
 

capacity of Sahelian government agencies 
and reional institutes.
 

Discussions have 
also been held concerning USAID's possible partici

pation with CILSS and Club 
du Sahel in a social indicators project
 

for the Sahel. Thcug,,h plans 
are ,till very tentative, 
 this project
 

could provide some very useful data which 
the GRM could not othernvise
 

afford to collect. This 
section will briefly discuss 
the current
 

status 
of these three regional act!vities 
in regard to the data and
 

analysis each has 
or will produce.
 

3.1 The Sahel Demoraphic Data Collectionand AnalUsis Project
 

$6.9 million were obligated for the Demographic Data Collection 

and Analysis project. Tihe objectives of tile project include: 
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1) prcvide assistance to the Sahel Ins':i.. upgrader its data 

collection and analysis capabilities, and .,or -ia) an infant mortality 

survey, b) the analysis of existinc- demodraphic data, c) migration
 

studies, d) health statistics 
collection and e) an examination of the 

p -u .lati. :....ff.. -. ...
 

2) strentthien national demoyranpic Lns titutions 
 thrcug!,h technical
 

assistance, Fgraduate level traininr in the ,
U.S. and soecial 

short 	 courses.
 

A recent evaluation of the 
 project found that it has -enerally 

been successful in accomplishing these objectives. The evaluation 

team 	 reported that the Socio-Economic/ Demo.:traphic Unit (SEDU) of 

the Sahel institute is now recog'rnized as a competent resource able 

to provide technical assistance throughout the Sahel. EXADD - the 

exploration and analysis of demographic data - has made .rood progress. 

It shouldI ce added that this is also a wise investment. Appareitly 

a considerable mnount of democraphic data existed which was un- or 

under- analysed. The project has helped correct this situation. 

Th e(vi.ation also recommend(ed that techniical1) assistance to INSA. 

be continued; 2) INSA ' s documentation and dissemination activities 

increase; c) the health statistics component be croppcc:; ) migrc

tion studies be continued and that; mc.re focused studies are needed 

for the population - development impact work. 
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The most problematic part of the pro ject has been the infant
 

mortality survey. In secondary urban cente-s in Upper 
 Volta, Senegal 

and Mali (including Eamako), 
a sample of£ non-s _rtoi'" woman of re

productive age who had recently had a live birth was 
constructed.
 

Fertility histories for these women were develcoed. The health of
 

both mother and child was then tr.ckei fcr a three 'e-'' pe.cC'
 

legapidess of whether one or the 
 other died. Fol.low-up interviews 
cne 

were conducted at/month after birth, the fourth month tafter ;irth,
 

and then every fourth month thereafter throug'h the thirty-sixth
 

month. The evaluation noted the high expense of 
this method. Other
 

USAID staff in Bamako questioned the quality of the data since the
 

survey apparently had considerable difficulty in tracking the origirnal 

sample of women and children over time. It was reported that a sub

stantial number of cases were lost which, if large enough, would 

jeopardize the validity of study. The asthe data are yet unanalyzed
 

and it is hoped that the utility of the survey justifies the expense 

of such a data-intensive nethodolory. 

3.2 AGRH YMET 

USAID is one of the donors supporting AGRHYMET - a monitoring
 

system which reports on hydrological and meterological conditions 

throughout the Sahel. USAID has 
thus far provided $1.3 million in
 

funding. A grid-like pattern is used to divide each country into a 

network of reporting units. Data on weather conditions, surface water
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availability and at some future date, crop conditions is radioed in 

to a central 'icrocomputer based data bank in each country. These
 

data are then transmitted co the major AT!mYY1ET center in Niamey,
 

Ni ger where the, 
 are ored on a ini-comouter. Some ,f' AGRHYMET's 

data, such as ", i-h-': . , tic :, a-e t' be ,._olIected ,)r a daily 

basis. In Dart AGCI-{" I- 10nd -ita e a!l I tern 

to alert Sahelian governm.ents and international apencies to adverse
 

climatic trends which will 
affect crop pro,-ldotion and food supplies.
 

It is also 
hoped that the system will assist farmers direatly by using 

meteorological and hydrological data to suggest the best crop calendar 

(e.g., planting times) for each section of the country. If AGRHYMET
 

can obtain the necessary time-series data on 
 climatic trends affecting 

agriculture, the system could prove to be an extremely useful tool
 

for predicting and pl.oning for forthcoming food shortaaes.
 

There is some 
 concern about whether AGRHFYMET will actually ful

fill its potential utility. 
 One SDFT staffer noted that AGRHYMET 

was desig<ned with little con'ideration C,:r how the system will be 

made available t- Sahelian o7over-nments . A ver technical, scientific 

perspective guides the development of AGRHY.MET and perhaps as a re

sult, it appears that the purposes for which the data can be used 

are assumed to be self-evident and within the institutional capacity 

of each government. An alternative approach would tobe begin with 

specifying which information needs of Saelian countries can be ret 
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by meterological, climatological, etc, data and then AGRHYMET ,Iould 
collect and analyze the data so that government decision makers could 

use the in Forr'ation provided. In effect this would make AGRHY,,ET a 
more service oriented facility,. If that is thenot ultimate roal of 

AGRHYVTET, then pei-hnpo U,2;AID should consider how the system could be 

re-diirected ilon_ suici lines 

3.3 	 Social Indicators
 

CILSS and du
Club Sahel requested the Overseas Development 

Council to provide advice on a means of monitorinF7 the well-being 

of SaJielian people. ODC 	 contracted with 	 Mcrris D. Norris to examine 

the possible application of social indicators to the problem. ODC 
and Morris produced a report entitled "Appropriate Indicators of
 
Social Progress 
 in the Sahel". The report reviews the availability, 

accuracy and activities necessary to irnpi-ove the collection of al
ternative social and economic indicators. The major recommendations 

were: 

1) statistical activities in the Sahel should be better coordinated; 

2) the mortality rate childrenof 	 Prom birth to the age of five 	 is 

the most appropriate indicator of social well-being- for Sahelian 

societies ; 

3) only limited (i.e., less 	 than nationwide) census operations should 

be undertaken; and 

4) the Sahel Institute should take 
a major lead in coordinating data
 

collection activities.
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Seminars bringing together interested parties for discussions about
 

sponsoring a social indicators 
 project for the Sahel were held in 

June, 1981 and April, 1982. 

From the 0CC report and the seminars some agreement on the general 

direction for future action has been reached: 1) nririties need to
 

be establisheW for data requirements; 2) the current availability
 

of data should be more fully assessed; 3) new and on-joing quanti

tative research activities need to be better coordinated; and 4) data 

sources which are effective and affordable over time should be utilized 

fully. All of this is sound advice, but it is still uncertain whether
 

the project will be undertaken and 
 whether USAID will contribute
 

to it. From USAID's perspective, it might be useful 
 to consider whether 

a social indicators project would be of use meeting somein cf the 

infcrmaticn needs of USAID programs in the Sahel.
current 
 Another
 

consideration i.; what decisions or actions 
 are likely to be made in 

tWe short and medium term result havno such It-w n of data. might 

be the case that USAID would beref-t more from investing in data 

collection and analysis which hos more inmedinte relevancy in meeting 

mission information needs. 

According to one SDPT staffer who attended the seminars, it was 

recommended that Sahelian governments; increase their spending for 

data collection and analysis 
at all levels and that 
central statistical 

offices be given respohsibility for conducting or coordinating such 
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work. Both of these points should be considered carefully. First,
 

increased government spending 
 for data collection is unrealistic for 

countries like Mali. Much of the demand for more or better data orig

inates from the international development agencies; therefore, they 

should be prepared to meet the costn of obraining 
it. 

Second, developing 

a highly centralized information system (i.e., a dominant central
 

statistics office) 
 might not be the best soluion fzr every country. 

It might be preferable to encourage decentralized systems wher~e each 

principal ministry has its own internal, limited analytic section
 

involved with the
meeting specific needs of the ministry. A central
 

statistical 
 office would act as a coordinating body, monitoring the 

statistical activities of each ministry and providing assistance
 

when needed. In any case, the alternatives should be carefully weighed 

beofre final decisions are made. 

4. Program Level Issues Pertaining to Data Related Activities 

4.1 The Problem of Adequate Data for USAID/Mali
 

USAID missions ordinarily have 
access to a variety of fairly
 

reliable data sources 
to meet program information needs. These
 

include macro-economic data released by the host country; World Bank, 

IMF and UN statistical publications; special studles, 
sector analy

ses; and various 
types of data generated by the mission's 
own projects.
 

At 
present, USAID/Mali esseitially has only 
one reliable source of
 

data for program needs  the publications of international agencies,
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and in pPti cular, the World Bank and IMF. These soui-ces primarily 

offer only macro-economic data on trade, balance of payments, cur

rency reserves and national aggresa-te statistics. As vital as these 

data are, the mi.-sion aLso has need of more detailed, disap'-recrated 

data. But as USTAID/PMlali'.; FY35 eere t- i a verit

able dearth of such information in every sector; for example: 
no 

"There is/ authoritativestudy on nutrition levels 

in Mali." (p 11)
 

"Although data are imprecise, by all accounts the
 

health situation is grim...it is however not likely
 

that Mali's health statistics will improve quickly." 
(p 12). 

" Statistics on livestock production are too
 

unreliable..." (p 17)
 

The lack of agricultural data is 
most critical for the mission
 

since its program will increasingly concentrate 
on agricultul-al
 

development. No sector assessment has been undertaken because it
 

was believed that the 
major constraints to agricultural development
 

were generally well understood. As discussed earlier, inadequate in

formation about small farmer behavior, crop production, markets, etc.
 

is an important problem OHV and OMVS/IDP now 
confront. This lack of
 

essential data, in turn, adversely affects program level activities.
 

For example, data which demonstrate that price incentives stimulate
 

small holder production would assist the mission in its 
dialogue
 



I1e "" nernin the need for price Policy revision. In other 

woris , the mission needs to supply GRM officials with ir formation 

supportin an economically sound but politically unpopular action

increasing crop prices. Ideally such data would have been obtained 

from at least one of the missicn's inte-rated rural Orodevelooment 

jects , but unfortunately for USAID/Mali, such was not the case. 

There is no doubt that the absence of key information directly 

reflects the extremely limited financial and human resources of the 

GRM. The severity of this problem Thecannot be stressed enough. 

eovernment is hard pressed to meet its own payroll on time. Needless 

to say, how to avoid creating new recurrent costs for the GPrM as a 

result of development activities must be a constant consideration 

for all development agencies in Mali. This certainly includes efforts 

to increase the Ji.stitutional capacities 
of GRM ministries for im

proved or expanded data collection and analysis. For the most part, 

institutional building will have to be 
restricted to improving existing
 

GRM activities within current budget constraints. 

In terms of human resources, the GRM does not have sufficient 

numbers of adequately trained staff with the skills required for data 

collection , analysis and interpretation of 
results for non-technicians. 

Furthermore, the government cannot 
afford to train or hire 
additional
 

staff without donor assistance. The Statistics Division of the Ministry
 

of Planning exemplifies this. 
The office is responsible for Mali's
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national accounts. Five professionals with varying levels of education 

staff the cffice. For assistants, the cffice has use of the ministry's 

non-professional staff, most whomof hiave 01nIY a high s chocl diploma. 

The prcfessional staff thirk that they therselves need additional
 

trainino in and
economic statistics to improve their performance.
 

According to one individual wor-king in the cthie, 
 they recog.nise
 

the need for additional qualified staff only meet
if te the demands 

of donors for more information , special analyses, etc. which presently 

exceeds the capacity of the office. Hoiever, it is equally well under

stood that the government cannot afford more staff. 

The GRM's ability to process data it does collect is also woe

fully inadequate. 
The operations of the Statistics Division could
 

benefit from a microcomputer. They do have access to a Honeywell 62
 

taffers 
 report that payroll, agricultural statistics and other ad

ministrative activities consumes 
much of the system's capacity. But
 

the costs of acquiring a microcomputer - the equipment, software, 

training ond maintenance - rule out the possibility of the govern

ment providing one to the office without donor asistance.
 

The need for such automation 
 in the CRM is genuine. For example, 

the Ministry of Education employs about forty percent of all civil 

servants. The Flanning Division of the MOE alone 
is responsible for
 

the planning and monitoring of school construction, the assignment 

and replacement of teachers and tracking the progr(.,ss 
of some 300,000
 



students so that they can be assie d to various fieldis of stufy. 

All of this work is done by hiand - a parer and penc-l operation which 

has all the speed and efficieny of somethinf; from the nineteenth 

century. Wdork courseof is far behind schedule. For example, annually 

the thirty shool districts of the country report basic information 

about enrollments, the number of teachers, expetises, etc. Simply to
 

collate and summarize this information 
 consumes a considerable num

ber of working months. As May, theof 1983, Planning Division had
 

yet to finish processing the 1981/1982 school year 
 data. The chief 

of the division stated that he has only one well trained (MA level) 

statistical person. He 
also noted that 
donor demands for information
 

far exceeds the division's capacity. To improve the division's oper

ations, this person described how he would like to decentralize 

activities and do part of the statistical work at the regional office 

level. All of this points to a justifiable need for utomated equip

ment, such as microcomputers, but the Ministry simply cannot afford it. 

The problems USAID/Mali confronts in meeting program and pro

ject information needs and the extremely limited caopabiltiy of the 

GRM to meet its own information requirements (let alone donor demands) 

suggests that 
a more concerted effort on 
the part of international
 

development agencies including USAID is needed to improve the avail

ability of basic data. 
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4.2 	 Mali's :,,leed for Da1ta
 

One view of the ieed for data is that 
 the quality, comprehen

sivene: 'nd detail of information increases as the level 
 of national 

development rise,. Theice : much to suprc, -such a position. As a
 

CO t" Jeops 2p.. ,.. Kr~, 
 iim are over

come, proble ms affectl " ut r ,-i t' ml T- e re 
 i t ate , less
 

eas y to discern and more difficult to fully inderan d. 
 1arly, 

with 	 development the national economy:; becomes more comp-lex. Conse

quently, 
 the need for more systematic, detailed information becomes
 

greater and so too does the 
 country's capacity to afford data ccllecticn 

activities. 

Though this perspective migFht be an apt description of the in

formation requirements of certain countries 
at a given level of develop

ment, it also implies that the 
least developed comintries have the 

least nc~Ed for accurate and tiimely data. In larp-e part their need 

for data depends on t , o Km at hand. For example, one of the con

sultants worlrnr thieen Livestock Sector II project reported that 

wlhen he flr;t arrived at cattle feed lots, he found brcken machinery 

that no one knew how to fix, grovernment appointed managers who did 

not wart to leave their. air-conditioned offices, and in c2eneral 

a poorly run operation. In such a situation, data on the condition 

of Malian feedlots, supplies, staff, etc. is really not needed.
 

Rather, the project had fortunately obtained consultant hada 	 who 
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years of experience in the business of feeding and waiketing. cattle. 

The prcblcms of improvinj cattle feeding at those lots were perfectly 

apparent to this person; iota were more less supe rfluousor at that 

point. However, as described earlier, thoutbtr in now. beinK given to 

collectinn some of that basi c data on irnmal feeinq as Sector II 

activities p rogi.ss . 

The "level of development" arvument would suggest that Mali 

has little need for better data. In fact, the country has little 

capacity to obtain it while its need for data is critical. One way 

to describe the GRM's present situation is that Mali's government 

has made as many bad decisions as the country can afford. As the FY85 

CDSS points out, by the end of 1980, government deficits equalled 

one-third of revenues; the losses of putlic enterprises approximated 

twenty percent of sales; and Mali's balance of deficitpayments equalled 

nineteen percent of its GDP. Very poor countries like Mali which fcr 

various reasons - naturallimited resources, dverse market conditions, 

or injudicious Covernment policies - are in n precar ous situation
 

and cannot afford to continue to make unscund Jeciion, which impede 

national development. Their need for data to guide such decisicns 

is not commensurate with their level of development; rather their 

ability to afford this data is. The obvious conclusion to be drawn 

is that the international agencies will have to take the lead to 

improve the availability of basic data for Mali. This does not neces
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sarily mean a substantial increase in spending. Instead betrer 

coordinaticn of donor activites would lead to significant improvements 

in this area. 

4.3 Improvin.g" Donor Assistance for FelatedData Activities 

,The followin aet of actions w-uld contr-iute to improving donor 

assistance fir data callection and analysis:
 

1) Establish priorities of data requirements based on current and
 

anticipated need and demand.
 

2) Establish a working plan for developinp an apprcpriate information 

system for the GPM. All GRM ministries should participate. These plans 

sbculd include a) a discussion of the pros and cons of centralized
 

versus decentralized statistical systems; b) a 
 clear statement of 

responsibilities for collecting, analyzing and disseminating data; and 

c) hardware, software and training requirements with attention to 

corpatibility between systems. 

3) Divide funding responsibilities for data related activities among 

the various donor anencies according to the concentration of their 

prcorams. USAID/ali, for example, would support data collection and 

analysis in the areas of crop and livestock product Ian and assist 

the appropriate GRM ministries with such work. Other sectors and cor

resending ministries would be the responsibility of other donors. 

4) Demands for additional data and analysis made by international 

agencies should be supported by funds and technical assistance re
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quired for the task. Meeting donlo r. inad'dem !'or i ,-'c:' .ion hao be
come a major activity for the CRM ard in some cases., exceeds the 
capacity cf minis tries to comply. Since donor agencies are creating 
the increased demnn,, for information, they should be prepared to
 

support 
 the .FM in prcvidin It.
 

5) The individuai 
 data collection activities 
of donors shculd be
 
better coordinated so 
as to allowing for pooling of data from related
 

activities. For example, combining data from AGCRYcET ard the Land 
Use Inventory would provide a more powerful planning tool than either 

individually constitutes. 

6) Large scale data 
collection activities, such 
as household surveys,
 

should be 
made known 
to other donors to facilitate coordination and
 

if possible, joint funding of combined efforts.
 

7) Better dissemination and sharing of information among donor agen
cies is needed. A number of USAID/Mali and SDFT staff repeated the
 
point 
that they are too often ill-informed about information other
 
donors have 
on a specific topic. Some stated that 
they learn of a 
 study
 
only after it has 
been completed and 
then find it 
difficult to obtain
 

a copy of the findings. Though USAID maintains a liaison officer, in 
Paris whose responsibilities 
include obtaining documents 
and reports
 

about the Sahel 
from CILSS 
and other sources. it 
appears that some
 
formal mechanism is needed in Bamako 
to expedite 
the process.
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8) A committee of all international agencies active in Mali which
 

would be responsible for coordipatinv data collection efforts and
 

isseminatinq research results the
amo.o ,onor.; miGht be useful.
 

The ag:erda of ho cmii ttee 
would include the above points as well
 

as additio-nal1 re..ted tasks as 
 theyi .i;e. 

4.4 ImpirvcIng USAID / ,ali's Data Related Activities
 

Of the nine interntional development 
aaencies active in Mali,
 

USAID ranks sixth in terms of funding. it is unrealistic, therefore,
 

to expect USAID/Mali to take the in improving all data bases,
lead 


particularly given the aricultural development focus itsof program. 

However, there are limited actions the mission could consider which
 

could improve its 
support for and use of data collection and analysis: 

1) The 
mission should consider the preceding suggestions made 
for
 

improving coordinaticn of data related activities 
among donors and
 

determine what level of involvement would be possiblc for the 

mission an WT. A more concerted effort to keep channels of communi

cation open with other donors 
could be made to improve access to data, 
whi ch 

studies, etc./ pertain to mission activities. The Tision could 

encourage this 
exchange of information by alerting donors of studies
 

and data collection efforts it 
plans or has completed.
 

2) In general the mission should avoid whenever possible methods
 

or designs which are data-intensive, such 
as those used 
for the In

fant Mortality Survey 
 component of the Demographic Data project and
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the Renewable Energy project. Instead, the scale of operations used 

in the Village Reforestation project represents a more apprcpriate 

model. 

3) Data collection conducted in conjunction with USAID projects
 

should if possible be 
 for the purpose of improvinF project design
 

and monitoring 
which combines financial and output data. Less attention 

should be toeiven trying to quantify project impact. 

4) As cited earlier, the mission plans to "...concentrnte investments
 

in the agricultural sector 
 (especially food crops), in specific agro

ecological zones, 
 (and) focus limitedon a number of' Cundamental
 

problems..." As these plan 
 are put into action, the importance of
 

agricultural data bases will increase. Moreover, the 
mission's plans 

cleaily open up 
the possibility of establishing a regional informa

tion system focusing on agricultural and rural development in 
the
 

specific agro-ecological zones mentioned above. With adequate planning
 

data from 
projects implemented in these areas could fed suchbe into 

a system. Periodic surveys (e.g., three to five years) in these zones 

using the village as the unit of analysis and concetrating orn the 

social and economic well-being of rural communities could prcvide 

the basic framework fOr asuch system. It could also serve as the 

basis for empirically evaluating the effectiveness of USMlD/Yali's 

program over time. 


